OFFICE ORDER

RUIDP has worked with different consulting firms. The performance of the following firms was not found satisfactory:-

1. M/s Gherzi Eastern Ltd. (Now Wadia Techno-Engineering Services Limited) - The mobilization of the Key personnel and support staff was not satisfactory in DSC-I package of RUDDIP. Several notices were issued to the firm for its non-performance.

2. M/s Infrastructure Professionals Enterprises (P) Ltd. (IND) – The firm was engaged as TA consultant by ADB to prepare design reports and bid document of tranche 1 subprojects under RUDDIP in year 2007. The performance of the firm in mobilization of the experts and preparing the DPR’s and other deliverables was found poor.

3. M/s Tetra Tech - The performance of the firm in mobilization and submission of the reports was not found satisfactory. Consultancy contract has been terminated because of poor performance.

Accordingly, looking to the poor performance of the above three consulting firms, they are debarred from future participation in consulting assignment of UD & LSG Department of Rajasthan and the RUDDP for next three years from the issue of this order. This bears the approval of ACS, UD & LSGD on file.

(Dr. Prithvi)
Project Director

Date: 7.08.2013
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